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The  intercalation  mode  between  doxorubicin  (an  anticancer  drug)  and  two  6-base-pair  DNA  model
fragments  (d(CGATCG)2 and  d(CGTACG)2) has  been  well  studied  by  X-ray  crystallography  and  NMR
experimental  methods.  Yet,  the  detailed  intercalation  pathway  at molecular  level  remains  elusive.  In
this study,  we  conducted  molecular  dynamics  binding  simulations  of  these  two  systems  using  AMBER
DNA (parmbsc0)  and drug  (GAFF)  force  fields  starting  from  the  unbound  state.  We  observed  outside
binding  (minor  groove  binding  or end-binding)  in all six independent  binding  simulations  (three  for
each  DNA  fragment),  followed  by the complete  intercalation  of  a drug  molecule  in two  simulations  (one
for  each  DNA  fragment).  First,  our  data  directly  supported  that  the  minor  groove  binding  is the  dominant
pre-intercalation  step.  Second,  we  observed  that  the  opening  and  flipping  of  a local  base  pair  (A3–T10  for

d(CGATCG)2 and C1–G12  for d(CGTACG)2) in  the  two  intercalation  trajectories.  This  locally  cooperative
flipping–intercalation  mechanism  was  different  from  the  previously  proposed  rise–insertion  mecha-
nism  by  which  the  distance  between  two  neighboring  intact  base  pairs  increases  to  create a  space for
the drug  insertion.  Third,  our  simulations  provided  the first  set  of  data  to support  the  applicability  of
the  AMBER  DNA  and  drug  force  fields  in  drug–DNA  atomistic  binding  simulations.  Implications  on the
kinetics  pathway  and  drug  action  are  also discussed.
. Introduction

The anthracyclines doxorubicin (Fig. 1) and daunomycin, con-
isting of an anthraquinone ring and an amino sugar group, are
wo anticancer drugs that are effective in more types of cancer
han any other classes of cancer chemotherapy agents [1].  The
nti-cancer activity of these drugs is likely due to their interca-
ation into DNA, which may  disrupt replication and transcription
f genomic DNA and lead to the death of cancer cells [2]. Most
arly studies have been focused on cytotoxicity, sequence speci-
city and binding affinity of this intercalation mode [3–5]. For

nstance, it has been shown that the anthracyclines have stronger
inding toward alternating purine–pyrimidine sequences over
on-alternating sequences [6,7] and a slight binding preference for

–C base pair over A–T base pair [8].  Only after the determination
f the structures of the DNA–anthracycline complexes by X-ray
iffraction method [9–12], the detailed structural information of
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093-3263/$ – see front matter © 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
ttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jmgm.2012.05.006
© 2012  Elsevier  Inc.  All  rights  reserved.

the intercalation mode was  finally revealed: the anthraquinone ring
is sandwiched between two neighboring base pairs. Based on these
structures, the intercalation process has been assumed to follow a
rise–insertion mechanism: the distance between two  consecutive
base pairs increases to create a space for drug insertion while the
H-bond pairing within the two  base pairs remains intact [13].

Yet, this rise–insertion mechanism cannot explain the compli-
cated dynamic behavior observed in the kinetics studies by ultrafast
methods such as stopped-flow or temperature-jump relaxation
methods using absorption or fluorescence detection. For exam-
ple, based on the binding kinetics data between daunomycin and
calf thymus DNA, Chaires et al. [14] proposed that the drug–DNA
binding process consists of three sequential steps (a three-step
model): a rapid “outside” binding, drug intercalation, and slow con-
formational adjustment of the DNA–drug complex. Rizzo et al. [15]
further suggested that two additional branching steps take place at
the first and the third step of the three-step model, corresponding
to the formation of a weak off-pathway complex and an additional
conformational rearrangement of the bound complex, respectively.

These experiments all pointed to a more complicated dynamics
of the intercalation process. However, due to the low-resolution
nature of these experiments, it was unfeasible to elucidate the
detailed structural information at each step.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jmgm.2012.05.006
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/10933263
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/JMGM
mailto:leihx@big.ac.cn
mailto:cwu@chem.ucsb.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jmgm.2012.05.006
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Fig. 1. Chemical structure of doxorubicin.

To probe the minimum binding free energy pathway, Mukher-
ee et al. [16] recently constructed an intercalative structure (i.e.
aunomycin + DNA fragment) from the crystal complex structure
s the bound state and a hypothetical minor groove-bound state
rom docking as the “outside bound” state. Using AMBER ff99 DNA
orce field and TIP3P water model, they simulated the unbinding
rocess (i.e. transforming the bound state to the unbound state
ia the outside bound state) using umbrella sampling to probe the
inding free energy landscape. This unbinding simulation provided

 good estimation of the intercalation free energy barrier, and fur-
her supported that the minor groove-bound state is the “outside
ound” intermediate state towards the final intercalation. Yet, the
ynamic adjustments of the intercalated drug–DNA complex in the

atter steps could not be obtained from this equilibrium thermo-
ynamics methodology, and the detailed intercalation process at
tomic level remains elusive. In addition, the validity of AMBER
NA force field [17] in drug–DNA binding simulation [18] remains

o be established.
In this study, starting from an unbound state (a B-DNA

ragment + two free doxorubicin molecules), we performed all-
tom molecular dynamics (MD) binding simulations with explicit
ater. We  studied two model DNA sequences (d(CGATCG)2 and
(CGTACG)2) which have been well studied by X-ray diffraction
10,11] and solution NMR  method [19,20].  These experimental
tudies have shown that both sequences share the same binding

ites at CpG sites (Fig. 2b) in spite of the order change of the two
iddle nucleotides (AT vs. TA). The simulations allowed us to vali-

ate the force fields and to probe the structural and energetic nature
f the dynamic binding process with high spatial and temporal

ig. 2. Initial structures of the simulated systems. (a) The six base pair DNA fragment. (b)
ode:  1D12). (c) The DNA fragment with two free drug molecules.
 and Modelling 38 (2012) 279–289

resolution. From the simulation trajectories, we observed multi-
ple binding modes including end-stacking, minor groove binding
and intercalation modes. We  assessed the structural and energetic
properties of these binding modes. The structural deformations of
DNA in these binding modes were also compared with those in the
simulations with the experimental complex structure and DNA-
only system. Next, we analyzed the pathways in the two  trajectories
with the complete intercalation of a drug molecule. Our in-depth
analyses showed that the insertion of the drug was  directly coupled
with a local base flipping after an outside binding. This observed
flipping–intercalation mechanism is completely different from the
rise–insertion mechanism which requires a global rise between the
two base pairs to create a space for the insertion of the drug in
the absence of any base pair flipping. Finally, implications of our
simulation results on simulation force fields and the experimental
kinetics models will be discussed.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Simulation systems

We constructed six simulation systems from the DNA–drug
complex (d(CGATCG)2 + doxobubincin) solved by X-ray diffraction
(PDB ID: 1D12) [11], each solvated in a water box of truncated
octahedron with Na+ as counter ions to neutralize the system
(Table 1). The crystal symmetry information in the pdb file was
used to generate the double stranded DNA structure. The first two
were DNA-only systems (sequences d(CGATCG)2 and d(CGTACG)2)
(Fig. 2a for sequence d(CGATCG)2), in which doxobubincin was
removed from the crystal structure and the DNA fragment was
relaxed to B-form. The structure for d(CGTACG)2 was  obtained by
switching the AT bases of the X-ray structure of d(CGATCG)2. The
DNA fragment had six base pairs with a total charge of −10, thus
10 Na+ were added as counter ions to neutralize the system. The
third and fourth systems were the crystal complex with one drug
molecule (Fig. 2b for sequence d(CGATCG)2). Since the net charge
of the drug was +1, additional 9 Na+ were added to neutralize the
system. The first four systems were used as reference systems.
The fifth system includes the DNA fragment (Fig. 2c for sequence
d(CGATCG)2) plus two  free drug molecules that were 10 Å away

from the DNA, thus requiring only 8 Na as counter ions. Given
two bound drugs observed in the X-ray structure, we  added two
drug molecules to enhance binding chance as compared to sys-
tems with only a single drug molecule. This 3:1 base pair–drug

 The DNA fragment with one drug molecule from the X-ray complex structure (PDB
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Table  1
Summary of the molecular dynamics simulations performed in this study.

System ID DNA No. of ligand No. of run Pre-equilibrium NPT equ. (ns) NVT equ. run (ns) Total time (ns)

1 d(CGATCG)2 – 3 No 1 99 300
2 d(CGTACG)2 – 3 No 1 99 300
3 d(CGATCG)2 1× Doxorubicin 1 No 1 99 100
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4  d(CGTACG)2 1× Doxorubicin 1 

5  d(CGATCG)2 2× Doxorubicin 3 

6  d(CGTACG)2 2× Doxorubicin 3 

atio is also comparable to the experimental value (3.6:1) derived
rom the binding kinetics data between daunomycin and calf thy-

us  DNA [14]. The sixth system is almost the same as the fifth
ystem except that the DNA sequence d(CGATCG)2 was replaced
ith d(CGTACG)2 [19,20].  The minimal distance from any atom of

he solute to the water box wall was set to 10 Å for all six systems,
eading to 2481, 2348, 2668, 2251, 7811 and 7778 water molecules
or the six systems, respectively.

A refined version of the AMBER ff99 (parmbsc0) [17] was chosen
nd correctly applied to represent the DNA fragments, TIP3P model
21] was chosen to represent water, and the default parameters for
a+ were adapted from an early study by Aqvist [22]. This force field

s commonly used in the simulation of nucleic acids [16,23–25].
he parameters for doxobubincin were developed by following
tandard AMBER protocol: the electrostatic potential of doxobu-
incin molecule was obtained at the HF/6-31G* level after geometry
ptimization at the same level; the partial charges were derived by
tting the electrostatic potential using the RESP (Restrained Elec-
roStatic Potential) method [26] and other parameters were taken
rom the AMBER GAFF [27] parameter set. The parameter file in
MBER PREP format is included in the supporting information (SI).

.2. Simulation protocols

The simulations were conducted using the AMBER 9 simulation
ackage [28]. After energy minimization for the initial structure of
he six systems (Fig. 2), a total of 14 runs (Table 1) were performed
ith different initial random velocities. A production run (100.0 ns),
erformed at 310 K, included a short 1.0 ns molecular dynamics in
he NPT ensemble mode (constant pressure and temperature) to
quilibrate the system density and 99.0 ns dynamics in the equiva-
ent NVT ensemble mode (constant volume and temperature). The
nitial positions of the two drugs are shown in Fig. 2C. To random-
ze the orientations and positions of the two free drug molecules an
dditional 10.0 ps pre-run at 500 K was conducted for the last two
nbound complex systems (i.e. DNA with two free drug molecules)

n the NPT mode, in which the DNA was subjected to Cartesian
estraints (1.0 kcal/mol/Å). Indeed, their positions and orientations
iverged and distributed widely (see Fig. S5A), SHAKE [29] was
pplied to constrain all bonds connecting hydrogen atoms, which
nables a 2.0 fs time step in the simulations. The particle-mesh
wald method [30] was used to treat long-range electrostatic inter-
ctions under periodic boundary conditions (charge grid spacing of
1.0 Å, the fourth order of the B-spline charge interpolation; and
irect sum tolerance of 10−5). The cutoff distance for short-range
on-bonded interactions was 10 Å, with the long-range van der
aals interactions based on a uniform density approximation. To

educe the computation, non-bonded forces were calculated using
 two-stage RESPA approach [31] where the short range forces were
pdated every step and the long range forces were updated every
wo steps. Temperature was controlled by using Berendsen’s algo-

ithm [32] with a coupling constant of 2.0 ps. To eliminate the “block
f ice” problem [13,33], the translation and rotation of the center of
ass were removed every 500 steps. The trajectories were saved

t 2.0 ps intervals for analyses.
1 99 100
1 99 300
1 99 300

2.3. Convergence of simulations

For the stability simulations of the DNA-only and the crystals
complex, the root mean square deviation (RMSD) of DNA backbone
(+ligand) heavy atoms was calculated against the starting structure.
The flat and small RMSDs indicated that these systems were stable
and the simulations reached a steady state. For example, the RMSD
profiles for the two sequences are shown in Figs. S1 and S2.

For the binding simulations, atom contacts between the DNA
fragment and each of the drug molecules were calculated using
an atom-to-atom distance cutoff of 3.0 Å. The simulation sys-
tems reached a steady state, as indicated by the stable contact
number. For example, the contact number vs. time for sequence
d(CGATCG)2 is shown in Fig. S3.  We  defined stable complex as
a complex with the number of atom contacts greater than 12.
Two free drugs bound to different sites as shown in the last snap-
shots for six simulations (Fig. 3), indicating a good sampling of
binding.

2.4. Binding mode identification

Because the DNA backbone was relatively stable in the binding
process, we aligned the DNA backbone of the complexes from the
trajectories by a least square fitting. The aligned complexes were
clustered into different structural families based on the 2 Å  pair-
wise RMSD cutoff of the drug molecule using Daura algorithm [34],
in which the number of neighboring structures was  calculated for
every structure based on the RMSD cutoff, the structure with the
largest number of neighbors plus its neighboring structures were
removed to form a structure family and the process continued for
the remaining structures until all structures had been assigned
into structural families. The centroid structure (i.e. the structure
having the largest number of neighbors in the structural family)
was used to represent the family. As an example, the centroid
structures of populated structural families (>1% of total structure
population) for sequences d(CGATCG)2 and d(CGTACG)2 are shown
in Table S1a and S1b, respectively. Based on visual inspection, the
centroid structures were further merged into super-families cor-
responding to major binding modes (end-binding, minor groove
binding and intercalation).

2.5. Geometrical parameters for characterizing DNA
conformation

We  calculated six base-base parameters, four base pair-axis
parameters and six base pair-step parameters for the DNA frag-
ment in a Cartesian coordinate system (X: short axis of paired
base plane, Y: the long axis of paired base plane and Z: the
DNA helix direction.) using the CURVES+ program [35]. The six
base-base parameters were shear, stretch, stagger, buckle, pro-
peller, and opening, describing the relative orientation of one base

with respect to the other in a base pair. The four base pair-axis
parameters were X-displacement, Y-displacement, inclination and
tip, describing the relative orientation of a rigid base pair with
respect to the helix axis. The six local base pair step parameters
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Fig. 3. The last snapshots of the six binding simu

ncluded shift, slide, rise, tilt, roll and twist, describing transla-
ional and rotational motions between two consecutive base pairs.
he sugar puckering that characterizes the sugar conformation
36,37] was also obtained using CURVES+ program. As an example,
hese local structure values for sequence d(CGATCG)2 are shown in
able S2.

To characterize the global structural features, we calculated
hree additional global parameters: the ratio of the end-to-end
istance to the DNA curved length (Bending ratio), the burial of
olvent accessible surface (Burial of SAS) upon binding of the drug
o the DNA and the number of hydrogen bonds (H-bonds) within
NA and between the DNA and the drug. These parameters char-
cterized the bending of DNA chain, the binding between the DNA
nd the drug and the H-bonding between base pairs and between
he DNA and the drug, respectively. The bending ratio was cal-
ulated using the 3DNA program [38], and the SAS was obtained
sing VMD  [39]. The H-bond number was obtained by following
he common criteria: the donor–acceptor distance <3.3 Å and the
onor–acceptor–hydrogen angle <25◦. There are three H-bonds for

ach C–G base pair and two for each A–T base pair, so the total
umber of H-bond for this 6-base-pair DNA segment is 16 in the
tandard B-conformation. As an example, these global structure
alues for sequence d(CGATCG)2 are shown in Table S3.
s: (a)–(c) d(CGATCG)2 and (d)–(f) d(CGTACG)2.

2.6. Geometrical parameters for characterizing DNA–drug
complex

We  calculated two structural parameters for the DNA–drug
complexes: the center-to-center distance D and the drug-base
dihedral angle �. The distance D was defined as the distance from
the DNA center to the drug molecule center. The dihedral angle �
was defined as the dihedral angle between the plane of the sec-
ond or fourth base pair of the DNA and the drug’s ring plane. For
the complex with an intercalated drug, we  calculated an additional
structural parameter: a drug insertion angle ϕ which is the angle
between the long axis (the H-bond direction) of the unflipped base
pair (A3–T10 for d(CGATCG)2 and G2–C11 for d(CGTACG)2) and the
long axis of the drug ring plane.

2.7. Corrected binding energy

MM-GBSA [40] (Molecular Mechanics-Generalized
Born/Surface Area) module in the AMBER package (iGB1 model

with mBondi radii set, salt concentration of 0.2 M,  and surface
tension of 0.0072 kcal/Å2) was  used to analyze the energetics of
the bound complexes to avoid the large energy fluctuation of
explicit solvent. A recent benchmark study [41] has shown that
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B models give quite reliable results even for charged molecules
hen the relative solvation energy is considered. For this analysis,

ons were removed from the systems by assuming that GBSA gives
 good estimate on the solvation energy of charged DNA systems.
efore binding with ligands, DNA fragments usually adopt stable
-form conformation. After the binding with ligands, the B-form
onformation can deform a lot. Therefore, the DNA deformation
enalty is an important part of the true binding energy started from
ree B-DNA and ligand. However, the typical MM-GBSA protocol
or calculating the binding energy of a complex does not take the
NA deformation energy into the consideration, as the binding
nergy is calculated from the energy difference between the total
nergy of the complex and the sum of the individual energy of DNA
eceptor and ligand, obtained from the bound complex by a simple
eparation (i.e. the separated DNA may  not be in the B-form). We
efer this binding energy as the uncorrected binding energy, which
oes not include the DNA deformation penalty. To estimate the
eformation penalty, we simply calculated the energy difference
etween the deformed DNA from the complex (the separated DNA)
nd the B-form DNA at the beginning of simulations. Next, the
rue binding energy of a bound complex structure was obtained
y adding this deformation penalty to the uncorrected binding
nergy. In this paper, we refer this true binding energy as the
orrected binding energy. Finally, the three energy terms of each
inding mode were estimated from all structures belonging to
he corresponding binding mode. Please note that since the solute
onformational entropy is not included in our analysis, the binding
nergies by MM-GBSA may  over-estimate the true binding free
nergy (i.e. the binding affinity). But when the solute conforma-
ional entropies in different binding modes are comparable, the
elative binding free energy can be estimated from the relative
M-GBSA binding energies [41]. As an example, these energetic

alues for both sequences are shown in Table S4.

. Results

.1. Stability test of the force fields

To validate the force fields for both DNA and the drug, we
onstructed four control systems from the crystal structure for sta-
ility simulations: DNA-only and DNA–drug complex for sequences
(CGATCG)2 and d(CGTACG)2. All these systems were stable at
10 K over the course of the 100 ns simulations. Here we  discuss
he data from sequence d(CGATCG)2 as an example. For the DNA-
nly system, the DNA fragment was stable in all three simulations,
s indicated by the small root mean square deviation of the back-
one from the starting structure (RMSD = 2.4 ± 0.3 Å, Fig. S1 of SI).
t retained a good double helix structure, indicated by the normal
NA geometrical parameters for all base pairs except for the two

erminal base pairs (Table S2).  The fluctuation of the terminal base
airs was expected, as one face of the base pairs was  exposed to sol-
ent. For the DNA–drug crystal complex, the DNA structure and the
ntercalation of the drug between the first two base pair (i.e. C1–G12
nd G2–C11) were well maintained over the course of the simula-
ion, judged by the small RMSD of the DNA backbone (averaged
MSD = 1.9 ± 0.3 Å, shown in Fig. S2)  and the good DNA geometri-
al parameters for all base pairs except for the first two  between
hich the drug intercalates (Table S2).  Indeed, the force fields for

oth the DNA and the drug were adequate to describe the stable
tructure of the DNA and the DNA–drug complex [17].
.2. Binding simulations

Starting from an unbound state (Fig. 2C), we  carried out three
ndependent simulations (100 ns each) for each DNA sequence (i.e.
 and Modelling 38 (2012) 279–289 283

d(CGATCG)2 and d(CGTACG)2). At the end of 100 ns, the two lig-
ands were bound to the DNA fragment in all six simulations (Fig. 3).
Among the six ligands in the three simulations of d(CGATCG)2,
three were bound to the ends of the DNA fragment, two were
bound to the minor groove and the other one was  intercalated
between base pair G2–C11 and base pair T4–A9. Similar results
were observed for the three simulations with d(CGTACG)2) except
that the intercalation was between C1–G12 and G2–C11. These data
indicated at least three major binding modes (end binding, minor
groove binding and intercalation mode). Of particular interest were
the two intercalation trajectories. In the following sections, the
structural and energetic features of these binding modes and the
two intercalation pathways will be discussed. Since there was
almost no interaction between the two  drugs (see Fig. S4), we sepa-
rated the 6 simulations into 12 trajectories which contain one DNA
and one drug for further analysis.

3.3. Drug binding modes

To visualize the drug binding sites on d(CGATCG)2, we  superim-
posed the DNA chains of the stable complexes from all six binding
trajectories (Fig. S5B). Four populated drug clusters were identified:
two clusters at the two  DNA ends, one cluster spreading in the mid-
dle of the DNA, and a long cluster spreading along the minor groove
of the DNA. To gain more insight into these binding modes, the
stable complexes were classified into different structural families
based on the clustering analysis as described in Section 2.

From the clustering analysis, 19 structural families of complexes
with population over 1% were identified from the trajectories. The
centroid structure and properties of each complex family are pre-
sented in Table S1 of SI. By merging these families, four major
binding modes were obtained (Fig. 4) which can be further merged
into three categories: (a) in mode A, the drug rings stacked on the
� surface of the DNA ends. It should be noted that the end-binding
is less relevant for long DNA duplex in vivo, because the ends are
rare. However, this type of end mode may  play an important role in
stabilizing the G-rich quadruplets located at the ends of the chro-
mosomes [33]. (b) In mode B, the drug ring inserted into the minor
groove of the DNA, and the long axis of the drug ring was almost
parallel to one of the DNA backbone chain. (c) In modes C and D,
the drug intercalated between the base pairs G2–C11 and T4–A9,
whereas the base pair A3–T10 opened and the two bases flipped
out in mode C, but the T10 base paired with the ring part of the
drug and only the base A3 flipped out in mode D.

To characterize the DNA conformation in the four binding modes
as well as in the two  reference systems, local geometry parameters
in these six modes were calculated as described in Section 2 and
shown in Table S2.  Notable features of the six DNA modes are sum-
marized here: (1) the terminal base pairs had a large fluctuation in
all six modes; (2) all base pairs except for the terminal ones main-
tained a good geometry in modes A and B; (3) in modes C and D,
the third base pair (A3–T10) had abnormal values, resulting from
the opening of this base pair. In addition, three global geometry
parameters (see Section 2) are shown in Fig. S6 and are also listed in
Table S3.  As expected, the DNA conformation did not change much
in binding mode A. The bend ratio, the SAS (solvent accessible sur-
face) and the H-bond number of DNA were comparable to those
of the DNA-only system. In mode B, the DNA bended slightly, indi-
cated by a lower bend ratio value (0.81 ± 0.08). But none of the base
pairs was  opened and the total H-bond number increased by ∼1 due
to the formation of ∼1 DNA–drug H-bond. In modes C and D, the
opening of base pair A3–T10 led to some notable global conforma-

tional changes in the DNA: big DNA bending and loss of ∼2 H-bonds
compared to the DNA-only system. But when the drug was taken
into consideration, the total burial of SAS and the H-bond number
were actually enhanced. For example, the SAS burial in mode D was
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Fig. 4. Representative complex structures of the four maj

550 Å2 and the H-bond number was increased by ∼2. In the crystal
omplex, the DNA helix was stretched and untwisted, indicated by
he increase of bend radio, decrease of twist and increase of rise in
ase pair step 1C/2G. In the mean time, the base pairs were intact,

ndicated by the similar H-bond number as in the DNA-only system.
To examine the relative stability of the bound complexes

ith reference to the free B-form DNA and ligand, the cor-
ected binding energy including the DNA deformation penalty
s described in Section 2 was evaluated for each binding mode
s well as the crystal complex. The order of the stability was
s follows (Fig. S7 and Table S4): the crystal structure with
ne drug (−21.5 ± 5.7 kcal/mol) > intercalation with one base flip-
ing out (mode D, −20.6 ± 3.2 kcal/mol) > intercalation with two
ases flipping out (mode C, −18.2 ± 2.1 kcal/mol) > minor groove
inding (mode B, −15.8 ± 4.7 kcal/mol) > end-stacking (mode A,
12.1 ± 3.1 kcal/mol).

To gain further insight, the two components of the corrected
inding energy for each mode are compared as below:

In the intercalation modes C and D, two faces of the drug rings

nteracted with the bases above and below, and the positively
harged sugar part had a favorable electrostatic interaction with the
egatively charged phosphate group in the minor groove. Thus, the
wo modes should have very similar uncorrected binding energy
ding modes from the binding simulations to d(CGATCG)2.

between the drug and the deformed DNA. Indeed modes C and
D, respectively, had −44.5 ± 5.2 kcal/mol and −41.2 ± 2.3 kcal/mol
of the uncorrected binding energy. However, the corrected bind
energy should be different due to the differences in the DNA
deformation penalty. In mode C, base pair A3–T10 opened and
flipped out. In contrast, only base A3 flipped out and base T10
partially came back and paired with the drug ring part in mode
D. Thus, the DNA in mode D was less deformed than the DNA
in mode C, leading to a lower energetic penalty for mode D
(20.6 ± 3.4 kcal/mol) than that for mode C (25.9 ± 4.8 kcal/mol). Put
together, mode D is more stable than mode C by ∼−2.4 kcal/mol.
In the crystal structure, although no base pair opens, the distance
between C1–G12 and G2–C11 needs to increase to accommo-
date the drug (up to 7.7 Å). Such deformation leads to a global
cascade of deformation as the base pairs below and above all
have to adjust accordingly to accommodate the drug, causing
higher energetic penalty (23.1 ± 6.6 kcal/mol) than that in mode
D (20.6 ± 4.8 kcal/mol). But the uncorrected binding energy for the
crystal structure (−44.5 ± 4.5 kcal/mol) was  more favorable than

mode D (−41.2 ± 2.3 kcal/mol). In total, the crystal complex was
more favorable than mode D by 0.9 kcal/mol.

In mode B, the corrected binding energy of this minor-groove
binding was between the end-stacking and the intercalation modes
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modes C, D and the crystal mode). The minor groove of the
NA allowed a good fit by the ring part of the drug (i.e. the aro-
atic rings laid parallel to the DNA minor groove walls, stretching

cross three to four base pairs), and the sugar part was  outside
f the double helix. Thus, the DNA fragment had a slight bend-
ng and maintained a good double helix conformation, leading to a
maller deformation penalty (5.9 ± 2.2 kcal/mol) than the interca-
ation modes (20–25 kcal/mol). On the other hand, the uncorrected
inding interactions (−15.8 ± 4.7 kcal/mol) was much weaker than
he intercalation modes (∼−20 kcal/mol). Altogether, the minor-
roove binding was less stable than the intercalation modes by
–5 kcal/mol.

In mode A, end-stacking had the least favorable corrected bind-
ng energy, likely due to the least atomic contacts with the DNA.

The above binding mode analysis were also performed on the
ther sequence d(CGTACG)2 (Fig. S7 and Table S4). Although the
ite of the intercalation mode was different, the trend of stability
as the same: intercalation mode > minor groove binding > end-

tacking.
The binding energy was decomposed to van der Waals energy

VDW), the surface energy term (SUR) and the electrostatic term
GBELE: GB + ELE) for both sequences (Fig. S7 and Table S4). Inter-
stingly, whereas the VDW and SUR interactions contributed to
he binding, GBELE was  against the binding. The VDW interactions
ontributed most in all binding modes for these charged systems.

.4. The intercalation pathway

Out of the 12 binding trajectories to the two  DNA sequences,
here were two leading to the intercalation (one for each sequence).
hese trajectories enabled us to monitor the detailed dynamics of
he intercalation process (movies of these trajectories are included
n SI). The two intercalation routes of sequences d(CGATCG)2 and
(CGTACG)2 are shown by some representative structures with
heir appearance time in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively.

The intercalation pathway of d(CGATCG)2 was  as follows (Fig. 5):
a) unbound state → (b) minor groove binding (mode B) → (c) initial
nsertion → (d) deep insertion with two bases flipping out (mode
) → (e) deep insertion with one base flipping out (mode D). Basic
tructural features for modes B, C and D have been described in the
revious section; some extra structural features are summarized as
elow. In the first state of the binding route (Fig. 5a), the distance D
f the drug to the DNA center was more than 17 Å, corresponding to
he unbound state. In the second state (Fig. 5b), the ring part of the
rug inserted into the minor groove, stretching across three base-
airs (G2–C11, A3–T10 and A9–T4) of the DNA, whereas the sugar
art of the drug was out of the DNA double helix. The third state
Fig. 5c) may  serve as a transition state from minor groove-bound
tate to the intercalation state. The drug went back and forth to
nd a good orientation for insertion, whereas the base pair A3–T10
tarted to open and close under the influence of the drug. The fourth
tate (Fig. 5d) was in mode C, the distance D was 3.59 Å and the
rug-base dihedral angle � was 14.21◦, indicating the drug ring part

nserted deeper and the ring plane was almost parallel to the planes
f the base pair above or below. It is worth to note that bases T10 and
3 completely flipped out of the double helix (Fig. 5d, right). The last
tate (Fig. 5e) was in binding mode D. Base T10 partially flipped back
nd formed one H-bond with the drug ring and another H-bond
ith the drug sugar (Fig. 5e, right). The drug insertion angle to the
NA was 86.73◦, while it was 47.88◦ in the previous cluster (Fig. 5d
nd e, right). The continuous changes of energetic and structural
roperties are shown and described in Fig. S8 of SI.
The intercalation pathway of d(CGTACG)2 is as follows (Fig. 6):
a) unbound state → (b) breaking base pair C1–G12 upon initial
igand insertion → (c) flipping out of C1 and deep ligand inser-
ion → (d) wrong hydrogen bond paring between C1 and G12 → (e)
 and Modelling 38 (2012) 279–289 285

flipping out of G12 → (f) good paring between C1 and G12. Mul-
tiple flipping of C1 and G12 can be monitored by following the
continuous change of the base-to-base distance between C1 and
G12 (Fig. 7): whereas the distance was  ∼5 Å without fluctuation
before and after the ligand intercalation, the distance fluctuated
during the ligand intercalation from ∼15 ns to 90 ns. The continu-
ous changes of more energetic and structural properties are shown
and described in Fig. S9 of SI.

4. Discussion & conclusion

The anthracyclines doxorubicin and daunomycin as two  of most
effective anticancer drugs function by interacting with DNA in dif-
ferent binding modes, among which the insertion between DNA
base pairs and formation of an intercalation state might be the most
important mode. Thus, the mechanism of the intercalation process
is critical for understanding the anticancer activity of the drugs.
Based on the crystal structures of small model DNA fragments com-
pounded with anthracyclines [9–12], the rise–insertion mechanism
has been implicitly assumed [13]. Yet, this simple mechanism does
not explain well the multiple step kinetic behavior observed in
the ultra-fast kinetic experiment [15]: a rapid “outside” binding,
a weak off-pathway complex, drug intercalation, and conforma-
tional adjustment of the DNA–drug complex and an additional
conformational rearrangement of the complex. Based on umbrella
sampling along the “unbinding” pathway, Mukherjee et al. [16]
recently suggested that the “outside” binding is a minor groove
binding mode, but the rise–insertion mechanism was  still assumed
for the later process of intercalation. Clearly, there is an inconsis-
tency between the kinetic model and the rise–insertion mechanism
regarding the additional slow conformational rearrangement of the
complex because this additional rearrangement is not necessary for
the rise–insertion mechanism.

To probe the detailed dynamics of the intercalation process as
well as to validate force fields in direct binding simulations, we
constructed two unbound DNA systems with two free doxoru-
bicin drugs using two well-studied DNA fragments [10,11,19,20]
(d(CGATCG)2 and d(CGTACG)2) and conducted six independent
binding simulations (three for each construct). At the end of 100 ns,
all 12 drug molecules bound to DNA in three modes: end-binding,
mini-groove binding and intercalation modes. Of  particular interest
are the two intercalation trajectories observed for both DNA frag-
ments. To the best of our knowledge, this is the very first time that
the intercalation processes have been observed in MD  simulations
with explicit solvent. From the two intercalation trajectories, we
observed that the outside binding (minor groove binding) was  an
intermediate state towards the final intercalation state. This is con-
sistent with the structural feature of DNA where the minor groove is
accessible for the outside molecules, especially positively charged
ones. Minor groove binding is enthalpically driven with little cost
of entropy. Our observation on the minor groove binding further
confirms the previous proposal [16] that the minor groove binding
mode is the “outside” binding in the kinetic model.

More importantly, we observed opening and flipping of the local
base pair (A3–T10 for the sequence d(CGATCG)2 and C1–G12 for the
sequence d(CGTACG)2) upon the drug intercalation. Although there
were some terminal base pairs opened in our DNA-only system, no
flipping occurred in the middle base pairs and the DNA fragments
maintained the double helix structure well. Therefore, the base-pair
flipping of A3–T10 was due to the DNA–drug interactions. While
minor groove binding is a downhill transition, there is an activation

barrier between the minor groove-bound state and the interca-
lation state. Chaires et al. [14] estimated this free energy barrier
to be 14.9 kcal/mol. The favorable interactions between DNA and
the drug might compensate the lost of favorable H-bonds between
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Fig. 5. Representative structures in the in

he base pair and thus facilitates the local opening and flipping of
he base pair, in turn the base flipping makes room for the drug

nsertion. Put together, it is a locally cooperative binding process.

We note that the final intercalation mode of the d(CGATCG)2
ragment in our simulation is different from the intercalation mode
ation trajectory of sequence d(CGATCG)2.

observed in the crystal complex structure in two respects: (1) our
mode D had one base (A3) flipping out, while there is no base flip-

ping in the crystal complex structure; (2) whereas our intercalation
mode is located on top of the base pair T4–A9, the experimental
structure is located above the base pair G2–C11. As to the first
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tercalation trajectory of sequence d(CGTACG)2.
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Fig. 6. Representative structures in the in

nconsistency, longer simulations might be required for flipping
ack of A3 and the formation of base pair A3–T10. As to the second

nconsistency, previous experiments [12,40,42] and computation-
lly studies [43–45] show that A–T is also binding site for these
nthracyclines with a lower preference over G–C. Therefore, the
rug might have multiple binding sites including both A3–T10 and
2–C11 for this DNA fragment. Indeed, we have observed the crys-

al intercalation mode (G2–C11) in our binding simulations to the
losely related d(CGTACG)2 fragment.

Our simulations provide the first set of drug–DNA atomistic
inding simulations for validating newly refined AMBER DNA
parmbsc0) and drug (GAFF) force fields. It is very encouraging
hat the minor groove binding is observed in all simulations and
ur second intercalative trajectory reproduces the binding site
bserved in both NMR  [19,20] and X-ray studies [10,11]. These
ata combined with previous simulation data [16,23–25] support
he applicability of the AMBER force fields in studying DNA–drug
inding.

Our observations on base flipping may  provide an alternative

ntercalation mechanism to the rise–insertion mechanism. This
utative base-flipping mechanism has the following two advan-
ages. First, the DNA deformation energy due to the local base
ipping (−20.6 kcal/mol) is less than that of the global stretching
Fig. 7. Continuous change of C1–G12 distance (bottom) upon the intercalation (top)
of  drug into d(CGTACG)2.

(−23.1 kcal/mol). Second, the DNA deformation penalty is over-
come by the favorable binding energy during the intercalation
process. In another word, the drug induced flipping lowers the drug

insertion free energy barrier. Thus, we  suggest that the base pair
flipping might be obligatory step or at least an important alternative
pathway leading to the intercalation. Of course, the applicability of
our intercalation model obtained from limited simulation data with
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ig. 8. Experimental kinetic model (a), our proposed flipping–intercalation mechan
lated  from our simulations.

he short DNA fragments to long DNA chains remains to be estab-
ished. Our structural data clearly shows the terminal fraying effect
f the short DNA fragments, which may  affect the DNA stability and
hus DNA–drug interactions. Further simulations as well as exper-
ments with longer fragments in the future are required to clarify
his point.

Nonetheless, our binding simulations may  provide structural
nsights into the experimental kinetic models (Fig. 8a and b). The
ve step kinetic model proposed by Rizzo et al. [15] includes a par-
llel arrangement of step 1 (one off-pathway weak bound step) and

 (on-pathway weak bound step), followed by on-pathway inter-
alation step 3, followed by another parallel arrangement of step

 and 5 (either conformational rearrangement of the drug–DNA
omplex or redistribution of bound drug to preferred sites without
issociation). Corresponding to our simulation, since not all minor
roove binding in our simulation led to the intercalation state, we
uggest that step 1 might be off-pathway minor groove bindings.
ur direct binding simulations confirmed that step 2 is on-pathway
inor groove binding. The step 3 may  correspond to our binding
ode C with an opening and flipping of base, while mode D with
ipping back of one base is consistent with step 4. In addition, the
rystal intercalation mode with two bases flipping back might be
tep 5. In contrast, the assumed rise–insertion mechanism is not
ompletely consistent with the experimental kinetic model.
b) and the previously assumed rise–insertion mechanism (c). The ? state is extrap-

In addition, our drug-induced base flipping may  also shed
light on the drug’s anti-cancer mechanism. Because of the high
energy cost for breaking H-bonds in spontaneous base opening
for DNA and RNA [46,47], base flipping is usually activated by
strong protein–DNA interactions for DNA strand separation and
unwinding during DNA replication or transcription [48–50].  There-
fore, the drug-induced base flipping would disrupt the normal
protein–DNA/RNA interactions for their normal function, which
may  lead to the death of cancer cells.

Supporting information

The movies of the two intercalation trajectories, the detailed
analyses of the simulations and the AMBER GAFF force field of doxo-
rubicin and the PDB files from Fig. 3 are included in the supporting
materials.
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